Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt   F-01

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

F01

Difficulty Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 26
Pattern for "JAS F01" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  F-02

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

F02

Difficulty Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 28
Pattern for "JAS F02" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  F-03

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

F03

Difficulty Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 12
Pattern for "JAS F03" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       F-04

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

F04

Difficulty Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 13
Pattern for "JAS F04" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane's Block…

My Block…

F05

Difficulty Medium

Applique'

Number of Pieces = 9

On this block, I just appliquéd the squares and the melons to the focal fabric.

5” x 5” square,

finished size = 4 ½” x 4 ½”
Templates for "JAS F05" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       F-06

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

F06

Difficulty Easy

Applique’, Paper Foundation, Piecing

Number of Pieces = 29

First, using the foundation patterns, create the four “square in a square” sections, then piece the block as a nine patch. Finally appliqué the melons in the center patch.

Make 4

Make 4

Make 1
JAS F06 (Square in a Square)

You only need four. But EQ7 wanted to print as many as fit on the page.
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-present
Pattern for "JAS F06 (Square in a Square)" as 1.500 by 1.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
JAS F06
Key Block (77/100 actual size)

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997

Use the foundation patterns for the corner sections.
Sections "B" are 2" cut, 1 1/2" finished, background.
Section "H" is cut 2", finished 1 1/2", focal fabric.
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       F-07

Jane’s Block…                                     My Block…

F07

Difficulty Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 21

Very simple paper foundation…
Pattern for "JAS F07" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  F-08

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

F08

Difficulty Easy/Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 37

Another Paper foundation one. There are quite a few pieces, but just do a section at a time, and it will go together easily.
JAS 08
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997

Pattern for "Unnamed" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane’s Block…  My Block…

F09

Difficulty Medium

Applique or Piecing and Applique

Number of Pieces = 13

This block can be done completely with appliqué or by piecing arcs and then appliquéd the melon shapes to the block. I pieced mine.
Templates for "JAS F09" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
JAS F09
Key Block (77/100 actual size)

Templates for "JAS F09" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane’s Block… My Block…

F10

Difficulty Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 21

The only reason I have classified this one as Medium difficulty, is because of the “Y” seams for the corner pieces, but they are really not hard to do. Create all of the sections then sew the side sections to the center square, stopping your stitching ¼” from each corner. Then sew in the corners. Folding the center section on the diagonal will make putting the corners in, easier.
JAS F10

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997

Pattern for "JAS F10" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane’s Block…

My Block…

F11

Difficulty Medium

Paper Foundation and Applique

Number of Pieces = 24

Applique the partial circles, the “F” shapes, to 1 ½” squares, then use these units as pieces A1, B1, C1 and D1. After the block is completely pieced, appliqué the “E”, pie shapes the sections A4, B4, C4 and D4.
Applique the "F" shape to a 1 1/2" square, then use this piece a the unit for A1, B1, C1, and D1. After the block is assembled, applique the "E" pie shapes to A4, B4, C4, and D4.
JAS F11

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "JAS F11" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  F-12

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

F12

Difficulty Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 24
Pattern for "JAS F12" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       F-13

Jane’s Block…       My Block…

F13

Difficulty Easy

Applique

Number of Pieces = 5

Applique pieces to 5” square.